Preoperative localisation of pulmonary ground-glass opacity using medical adhesive before thoracoscopic resection.
To evaluate the safety and efficiency of computed tomography (CT)-guided medical adhesive, α-cyanoacrylate, for preoperative localisation of pulmonary ground-glass opacity (GGO) used for guiding the video-assisted thoracoscopic surgical (VATS) excision METHODS: The procedure was performed on 188 consecutive patients with solitary GGO (pure GGO = 90 cases; mixed GGO = 98 cases) prior to the thoracoscopic procedure. The complications and efficacy of this method were analysed. The resected GGO was analysed pathologically. The mean duration of the procedure was 16.3 ± 5.2 min. The preoperative localisation was 100% successful. All GGOs were successfully resected by VATS. Asymptomatic pneumothorax was developed in 16/188 patients (8.5%) and mild pulmonary haemorrhage occurred in 15 cases (7.9%) post-localisation. None of the patients required any further treatment for the complications. Preoperative localisation using CT-guided medical adhesive, α-cyanoacrylate, is a safe and short-duration procedure, with high accuracy and success rates with respect to VATS resection of GGO. • Preoperative localisation is crucial for successful resection of GGO by VATS. • Preoperative adhesive localisation provides an up to 100% successful localisation rate with few complications. • Preoperative adhesive localisation enabled VATS resection in 100% of the GGO. • Preoperative adhesive localisation is safe and effective for VATS resection of GGO.